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Abstract

Digital PID controllers are widely used in industrial applications. They are used in autopilots, ship steering, and speed control of machines...etc. A digital computer with an interfacing device is used to implement such types of controllers.

In this paper, the design of digital controller using FPGA is described. The design provides a minimization in the hardware design and reduction in the cost as compared with the digital control implemented using digital computers.

The structure of the controller can be selected using 2 bit input binary value. The type of the structures is P, PI, PD or PID. The parameters of the controller are tuned from the outside of the FPGA controller. In order to test the design, a discrete linear 1st order model is implemented inside the FPGA. Also, the closed loop system was simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK program. A comparison between the simulated and designed systems shows that the results are very acceptable and close to each other.

1. Introduction
Proportional plus Integral plus Derivative (PID) is the most used controller type in industry, and is available as a stock item. However, its use is so diversified that the control engineer must tune the PID values according to specific needs.

Studies have guided industry by providing quantitative data for tuning PID controllers for given process, operational conditions, and performance criteria. Unfortunately, these studies considered only one kind of functional PID control structure, the most popular one \cite{1,2}. The tuning of PID controller for industrial plants can frequently be difficult and time consuming, even if expert systems are use to automate the tuning process. All tuning processes are focused on finding the parameters of the traditional cascaded PID structure.

PID controllers are used in most industrial applications, like the firing angle calculations in DC drives, ship steering, and autopilots of aircrafts, …etc \cite{3}. Most manufacturers of PID algorithms fit under one of three major classifications: interactive, non-interactive and parallel \cite{3}.

Many researchers deal with the design and implementation of digital PID controllers using either a microprocessor or a microcontroller \cite{3,4,5}. The tuning of PID controller using auto-tuning was also proposed. One of the new techniques is using Genetic Algorithm (GA) \cite{6}.

2. Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)

A Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is a programmable logic device that supports implementation of relatively large logic circuit. FPGAs are quite different from Simple Programmable Logic Devices (SPLDs) and Complex Programmable logic devices (CPLDs) because FPGAs don’t contain AND or OR planes. Instead, FPGAs provide logic blocks for implementation of required functions \cite{7}.

The general structure of an FPGA contain three main types of resources logic blocks, input/output blocks connecting to the pins of the package, and interconnection wires and switches.

The logic blocks are arranged in a two-dimensional array and the interconnection wires are organized as horizontal and vertical (routing channels) between rows and columns of logic block. The routing channels contain wires and programmable switches that allow the logic blocks to be interconnected in many ways; each switch contains two terminals. The input terminal is connected to the logic block and output terminal to the interconnection wires. Programmable connection also exists between the input output blocks and the interconnection wires. The actual number of programmable switches and wires in an FPGA varies in commercially available chips \cite{8}.

Different companies were interested with this type of manufacturers. ‘Xilinx’ is one of the major manufactures of FPGAs defines them as high density Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) combining the logic integration of custom Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) with the time of market and cost advantages of standard products.
Another major producer “Lucent” also stresses versatility of the FPGA in its publications and of time to market benefit. In the beginning FPGAs where mostly looked at as being of importance for raped prototyping of circuit which would later be hardwired and thus of being a design tool to aid profitability rather than being of use directly in applications. That is changing as chips become available with higher gate counts on tools and faster routing and placing tools becoming available \[9\].

FPGA can be used to implement logic circuits of more than a few hundred thousand equivalent gates in size \[10\]. Each logic block in an FPGA typically has a small number of inputs and one output. A number of FPGA products are on the market, featuring different types of logic blocks. The most commonly used logic block is a Lookup Table (LUT), which contains storage cells that are used to implement a small logic function, each cell is capable of holding a single logic value, either 0 or 1. The stored value produced as the output of the storage cell. LUTs of various sizes may be created, where the size is defined by the number of inputs.

The software environments that represent the software package of FPGA have two main types. Firstly, Foundation series and secondly Navigator series.

The design of logic circuit could be done with above software by two ways, either schematically or Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) Hardware Description Language (VHDL).

2-1 Schematic Design

The schematic design can be done using schematic editor of any type of two software’s environment, where they have same idea of use. The schematic editor has a library especially for each series of FPGA and has an option to make your device that you want to design easily. All the types of connection wires then can be tested using the simulation of work of the software. After design and simulation were tested, the design then is downloaded to the specified FPGA \[7\].

2-2 VHDL Design

This program was sponsored by the Development of Defense (DOD) with the goal of developing a new generation of high-speed integration circuits. When the life cycle cost of the hardware systems be very high the need for standardized representation of digital system become apparent. So, the first version of language was released in 1987 \[11\]. The language was subsequently transferred to the IEEE for standardization after which representatives from industry, government, and academe where involved in its further development \[12\].

VHDL is a language for describing digital systems. Such descriptions can be used by a simulator for simulating the behavior of the system without having to actually construct the system. Alternative synthesis compiler can utilize such a description for creating description of the digital hardware for implementing the system \[13\].
3. Implementation of P/PI/PD/PID controller

The PID controller digital circuit was implemented using FPGA. It is designed with 2’s complement number representation. The results are converted into signed numbers with the N-12 floating number representation method. The input data to the system that comes from the ADC’s are converted into 2’s complement value by complementing the signed bit. The main block diagram of the controller is shown in Fig.(1). This block shows the different inputs into the system. Also, it has one output, which represents the PID output, (PID_OUT) 12bits. The value is produced from the adder of the controller after approximating the internal floating value to the nearest rounding integer. Mclk (1 bit output), is the main system clock that must be equal to 32 times the sampling frequency. The other input values and signals are:

- **DC, 1bit:** is the D controller latch enable.
- **IC, 1bit:** is the I controller latch enable.
- **KD, 12 bits:** is the derivative (D) gain constant, (0.0-16.9999).
- **KI, 12 bits:** is the integral gain (I) constant, (0.0-16.9999).
- **KP, 12 bits:** is the proportional gain constant, (0.0-16.9999).
- **SP, 8 bits:** is the set-point value.
- **TS, 8 bits:** is the sampling time, (1.00-1000.00 msec).
- **Y, 8 bits:** is the feedback value from the controlled system (test model).

![Figure (1) Controller main block diagram](image)

The error that is input to the controller is represented with a floating point value within a range of 16 bits. While the D controller and the I controller outputs are represented with a floating point value within a range of 20 bits.

However, I and D controllers can be activated using two input bits, (DC and IC), these two bits controlled the work of each (I,D) controller as shown in Table (1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controller type</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>IC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PID</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3-1 Clock Control Part

This part is responsible of the clock generation (CLK). There is one of a sequence dividers in the digital circuit that needs a (32) clock to give the results. This part contains five (D flip-flops) that are connected serially to divide the main clock by (32) to make synchronization between all components. This part is shown in Fig.(2).

![Figure (2) Clock control part diagram](image)

3-2 Digital PID Controller Block Part

The PID part contains the digital circuits of the (P) controller, (I) controller, and (D) controller, shown in Fig.(3). The controller equations are implemented using difference equation technique.

![Figure (3) The PID block circuit diagram](image)

3-2-1 Error Calculation

The error is calculated by subtracting the set-point value (SP) from the output of the plant value (Y):

\[
\text{Error} = \text{SP} - \text{Y}
\]
\[
\text{ERR}(k) = SP - Y(k) \quad \text{.................................................................} \quad (1)
\]

where: ERR(k) is the error between the set-point value and the actual value at kth sampling time and Y(k) is the output of the plant at kth sampling time.

The block diagram of the error calculation block is shown in Fig. (4). The block consists of a 2's complement block to complement the value of Y(k) and an adder to add the complemented value of Y(k) with the set-point value (SP). Finally, a latch is used to store the result of subtraction (ERR(k)(16-bit), 8-bit for integer value and 8-bit for partial).

\[\text{ERR}(k) = SP - Y(k) \quad \text{.................................................................} \quad (1)\]

\[
\text{The difference equation of the P controller is:}
\]

\[
P\text{OUT}(K) = KP \cdot \text{ERR}(K) \quad \text{.................................................................} \quad (2)
\]

This part is implemented with the digital circuit that is shown in Fig. (5). The function of the multiplier block is to multiply the error (ERR) with KP. Also, the 2's complement block is an conditional converter that converts the negative number only into a 2's complement value. Finally, the latch block is used to hold the value of P controller for the Adder stage.
3-2-3 I Controller

The difference equation of I controller using backward shift approximation is:

\[ \text{IOUT}(k) = \text{IOUT}(k-1) + K_I \cdot \text{ERR}(k) \cdot TS \]  

where: IOUT(k) is the output of the I controller at kth sampling time.

The digital circuit of the I control is shown in Fig.(6). The multiplier block multiplies the three values of TS, KI and ERR. The result is converted to a 2's complement value using a 2's complement block. Then the result is added with the past results of integral terms using an adder. Finally, the value is stored in a latch to be used with the final adder.
3-2-4 D Controller

The digital D controller part is implemented using backward shift approximation. The difference equation is:

\[
DOUT(K) = \frac{KD}{TS} (ERR(k) - ERR(k - 1)) \quad \text{................................. (4)}
\]

Figure (7) shows the block circuit of D control. It consists in the first stage a divider to divide the derivative constant (KD) on the sampling time (TS), while the other block is used to subtract the previous value of past error (ERR(k-1)) which is stored in an internal latch that enabled by the CLK in this block with the actual error (ERR(k)). The results of the multiplier and subtractor are multiplied in the second stage multiplier to produce the D control output value. This value is stored in a latch in order to be added to the final adder unit.

![Block circuit of D control](image)

Figure (7) D control part
a) General block,
b) detailed block,
c) details of subtractor
3-3 Final Adder Unit

The final part is the final adder unit that adds all the outputs of the controller parts according to the select control signals, (DC and IC), to select the controller type as (P, PI, PD or PID). The final adder unit is shown in Fig.(8).

4. Practical Results

In order to test the system a 1st order discrete linear model is connected with the controller. The difference equation of the model is:

\[
Y(k) = 0.5Y(k-1) + 0.5U(k) \quad \text{…………………………. (5)}
\]

where:

- \( Y(k) \): represents the output of the model at kth sampling time.
- \( U(k) \): represents the output of the controller at kth sampling time, and
- \( KS \): represent the constant multiplying value (0.5 in this case).

This tested model is represented by two multipliers and a group of adders, as shown in Fig.(9). However, in order to simulate the controller, \( U(k) \) is connected to the PID_OUT of the controller while \( Y(k) \) is connected to the input of error block of the controller.
The FPGA results of the closed loop system are obtained using the simulator of the Xilinx software package (Foundation 3.1i). At the same time, the closed loop system was simulated using MATLAB, SIMULINK program (Ver. 7). Where (the difference between the MATLAB results and FPGA software results is that the first depend on the software calculation according to the theory algorithms, while the other depend on the practical implementation of a digital circuit). Applying a set-point value of (SP=5) for all cases, the simulated controller was tuned using trail and error to get a minimum overshoot and minimum settling time with minimum steady state error. The sampling time was chosen to be 500 msec. As a result, the best values of controller constants were: KP is 0.125, KI is 0.5 and KD is 0.125. The same tuning values with SP=5 were used with the FPGA controller. Different tests were made to check the FPGA controller. The results were shown in Fig.(10). 

Figure (10 a) and Fig.(10 b) shows the response of the closed loop system with P controller for MATLAB and FPGA systems respectively. While Fig.(10 c) and Fig.(10 d) shows the response of PI controller for the MATLAB and FPGA systems respectively. Moreover, Figure (10 e) and Fig.(10 f) shows the response of the closed loop system with PD controller for MATLAB and FPGA systems respectively. Finally, Figure (10) shows the response of the closed loop system with PID controller for MATLAB and FPGA systems respectively. It can be concluded from the simulation and practical results that the responses of closed loop system using P and PI and PID controllers were approximately the same while there is a little difference in the closed loop response of PD controller. This is due to the approximation of the design PID controller to the nearest rounding integer.
Figure (10) The responses of the closed loop system using MATLAB and FPGA
(a) Response of closed loop system with P controller using MATLAB
(b) Response of closed loop system with P controller using FPGA
(c) Response of closed loop system with PI controller using MATLAB
(d) Response of closed loop system with PI controller using FPGA
Figure (10) The responses of the closed loop system using MATLAB and FPGA

(e) Response of closed loop system with PD controller using MATLAB
(f) Response of closed loop system with PD controller using FPGA
(g) Response of closed loop system with PID controller using MATLAB
(h) Response of closed loop system with PID controller using FPGA

5. Conclusions

A design of digital controller using FPGA is discussed. The schemes of the controller can be selected to be P, PI, PD or PID type. The design provides a minimization in the hardware and as a result reduction in cost compared with the design of digital computers, since the controller is implemented using an FPGA chip. Practical results were fairly the same as compared with the simulation results produced by the simulation of the system using MATLAB/SIMULINK program.
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